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		The thoroughly revised Sixth Edition of Feigenbaum's Echocardiography reflects recent changes in the technology and clinical use of echocardiography. Included are detailed discussions of tissue Doppler imaging, harmonic imaging and its impact on tissue and contrast visualization, new applications of myocardial perfusion and three-dimensional echocardiography.

	
		Emphasizing the clinical importance of various echocardiography applications, this edition has chapters on systolic and diastolic left ventricular function, infective endocarditis, prosthetic valves, contrast echocardiography, stress echocardiography, systemic diseases, and operative and perioperative echocardiography. More than 1,200 illustrations complement the text.

	
		An accompanying DVD-ROM contains more than 900 moving cine loops with corresponding still images from the book.
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Arnheim, Gestalt and Art: A Psychological TheorySpringer, 2005
When one hears the words, the ‘psychology of art,’ one is likely to think of the name of Rudolf Arnheim. Because of his great productivity we have been fortunate to hear the latest words of wisdom from this remarkable nonegenarian, almost up to the present day. But while Arnheim the personality is always intriguing, his system risks...
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Excel Hacks: 100 Industrial-Strength Tips and ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
The tips and tools in Excel Hacks  include little known "backdoor" adjustments for everything  from reducing workbook and worksheet frustration to hacking  built-in features such as pivot tables, charts, formulas and  functions, and even the macro language.  This resourceful,  roll-up-your-sleeves guide...
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Problem Seeking: An Architectural Programming PrimerJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The classic programming guide for architects and clients–fully updated and revised
Architectural programming is a team effort that requires close cooperation between architects and their clients. Problem Seeking, Fourth Edition lays out a five-step procedure that teams can follow when programming any building or series of buildings, from...
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Cosmic Electrodynamics: Electrodynamics and Magnetic Hydrodynamics of Cosmic Plasmas (Astrophysics and Space Science Library)Springer, 2013

	This book presents the fundamental concepts of the theory, illustrated by numerous examples of astrophysical applications. Classical concepts are combined with new developments and the authors demarcate what is well established and what is still under debate. To book illustrates how apparently complicated phenomena can be addressed and...
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Mastering Sublime TextPackt Publishing, 2013

	When it comes to cross-platform text and source code editing, Sublime Text has few rivals. This book will teach you all its great features and help you develop and publish plugins. A brilliantly inclusive guide.


	Overview

	
		Discover efficient, keyboard-driven text editing
	
		Recognize the latest...
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Digital Typography Using LaTeXSpringer, 2002
This book explores a great number of concepts, methods, technologies, and tools-in oneword resources-that apply to various domains of typeselling. These resources have been developed and are used by the members of a very special community of people, which is also a community of very special people: the TEX community. To understand the motivation...
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